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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with the study of covariance
structure models in several populations. Estimation theory
of the parameters that are subject to ceneral functional
restraints is developed based on the eneralized least squares
approach. Asymptotic properties of the constrained estimator
are studied and asymptotic chi-squared tests are presented
to evaluate appropriate model comparisons. The method of
multiplier, the standard reparametrization technique and the
Fletcher-Reeves alorithm are discussed in obtaining the
estimates. The confirmatory factor analysis model in Several
populatiorl3 is specifically discussed. The methodology is
demonstrated by both real and artificial data.
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Chapter 1. Intro ducti on
In order to introduce the analysis of covariance structure, a number
of models are described firstly. The earliest covariance structure model
is the general factor analytic model of Spearman (1 904), which has led to
the major development of common factor analysis. In Lawley (1 940) and
Lav,fley (1958), the unrestricted common factor model and the restricted
oblique common factor model were first ms.de to yield the efficient
estimation and asymptotic testing. These are the main mathematical
components of the analysis of covariance structure at that period, though
not under that name.
The term 'analysis of covariance structure' was first introduced
in Bock and Bargmann (1 5'66), in which they described three models similar
to the unrestricted oblique model. Joreskog (197, 1 99) applied the
Davidon-Fletcher-Powell quasi-Newton method to the unrestricted factor
model and restricted oblique factor model as treated by Lavley (1 940)
and Lawley (1958), thus introducing an effective minimization algorithm
into the psychometric field. Also, Joreskog (1570; described a model for
the analysis of covariance structures that is equivalent to a second-orde]
oblique factor model, in which any element of any parameter matrix can
be prescribed to be equal to one or more elements. This model contains a
re ma rkab 1 v la r a- e n 1 1 -b or of u s e f 1 il s op o -i a i o a 5? e s
A very general model that essentially arises cut of the theory of
linear structural relations lalinvnud,' 71 was d°s~--~:b»i i o ''ic-r k c.7h---~ _x._... ,j h 'A( J J
The reparametrization of this model was programmed by using Davidon-
F1etcher-Powell algorithm in Joreskog and Van Thillo (197-3). Joreskog
and Sorbom (1976), this model was reprogrammed to allow patterned
residual covariance-matrices. The model is called L1SREL XV. This
linear structural relations model is probably the most useful model for
the ana.lv.sis of nnvari anne structures.
At present, the covariance structural analysis is widely applied
in many areas, particularly in behavioral sciences. For example, it can
be applied to handle such problems as analysis of multitrait-Multimethod
data (Campbell and Fiske, 1959), analysis of simplexes and circumplexes
model (Anderson, 190; Joreskog, 1970), estimation of variance and
covariance components (Harville, 1977), path analysis (Blalok, 1971) and
factor aralvsi s (rlarrnar. 1 °G)_
In general, any covariance structure may be defined by specifying
that the elements of populations covariance matrix 2 of the observed
variables are certain functions of parameters 6,, 0,..., 6., i.e.
c= o-, (e), or in matrix form, 2= 2 (0), where G= (0 6..., Q]J J h- Xf
is the parameter vector and ct.. is the (ij)th element of 2. It is
d
assumed that the function ct. .(g) are continuous and have continuous first
and second derivatives; and 2 is positive definite at each uoint 6 of
the admissible parameter space. The 'distribution of the observed variables
is assumed to be multivariate normal with an unconstrained mean vector p
and covariance matrix 2 (6}. The main casx.: of the covariance structure
p 1 p i c- u o o r. o c p t~ c p m 7-— ~~c sc.--» t? 7 v- 1 V x.~,uii S O X. O XI b- w U- C: u u u.-- u.—-_ c_ j. A A, _l. H, C c? a c?
about the mohe 1_
The parameters in 0 were estimated from a sample of N independent
observations x., x, xT on the distribution N (jj., Z). Let
be the usual samele covariance matrix based on the observed data, where
is the sample mean vector The estimation problem is tc
estimate 0 by fitting a matrix Z of the form Z(f) to the observed
covariance matrix S. Generally, two different methods are used in fitting
Z (0) to S, which are generalized least squares (GLS) method and
maximum likelihood (ML) method. The method considered in this thesis is
f Vt O rLT .si O -T-TAC«n G.
In this thesis3 the covariance structure analysis in several
populations will be studied. This problem can be regarded as the
generalization of the covariance structure analysis in single population.
According to McDonald (1980), the method in solving this problem is simila
to the single group covariance structure analysis problem when the sample
sizes of the m populations are equal. However, his paper did not give
any asymptotic properties. The method is not applicable for the observed
data of different sample sizes. Therefore, a more general method to handl
the multiple group covariance structure analysis problem will be studied
in this thesis.
The model will be discussed in next chapter. The minimization
procedures for obtaining their estimates are discussed in Chapter 3. h
Chapter 4, we will specifically discuss the confirmatory factor analysis
model in the multiple group covariance structure analysis. Finally,
some real and artificial examples will be given in Chapter 5.
In the following chapters, we shall use the following notations









the p by p identity matrix,
the transpose of X.
an mn by 1 vector which takes all the elements of the m by
n matrix X row by row and places them in a vector,
an n(n+ l)n by 1 vector which takes the lower triangle
elements (including the diagonal elements) of the n by n
matrix X row by row and places them into a vector,
an n by 1 vector whose components are the diagonal elements
of n bv n matrix X







x® Y= (x. .Y).
—o
Covariance structure analysis.
COi r Pi m c'! n r r ~L' n y•» Or ol -rob o
Maximum likelihood.
Generalised least squares.
Pnnt p n c p, r p vp q
The following definitions and theorems are the mathematical preliminary
of matrix calculus for deriving the derivatives required in Chapter 4.
for more details, see McDonald and Swaminathan (1973)? and Lee and Bentler
( a cnc.
Definition. G-iven a p by q matrix Y whose elements are different!able
functions of elements of an m by n matrix X, the matrix derivative
d 1 is equal to the mn by pq matrix whose [(u-'i)n+ v, (r-1) q+ s]
element is given by dy J, for 1rp,1sq,1u$m,r S' o x
in this thesis, unless otherwise state, we assume all matrix derivatives
exist. Obviously d vec Yr)y= dYr by definition.
Suupose X is an m by n matrix, we denote L= OX'.x. X%. J,''
mn OA
E is a mn by mn matrix, whose general element is
1 i f j= k' an d k- j'
j-l)+k, m(j' -1 )+k'~
u otherwise
where 0 j, k' m, 0 j', k$ n.
Also, suppose X is an n by n matrix, we denote X= 5X3X-
n cig
K is an n bv n matrix, whose general e e- et i




where 0 i$ n.
Furthermore, we denote
2
with is a n(n+ l)n by 11 matrix, whose general element is
Theorem. (Chain Rule) If the elements of a p by q matrix Z are
differentiable functions of an r by s matrix Y; and the elements
of Y are differentiable functions of the elements of an m by n matri:L
V 4- v
C1 .O
Theorem. (Product Rule) Suppose each element of a p by r matrix Y
and an r by q matrix Z is a differentiable function of the elements
of an m by n matrix X, then
Theorem. Let X be a p by p matrix, A and B are constant
matrices of dimensions q by p and p by r respectively then
(13)'® B
(1.V) A-= (1® x)+ (x-® I)
A 0 P
. 0 Z x A)
Theorem. Let Z= YAY', where Y is a p by q matrix vhose
elements are differentiable functions of elements of X, and A is a
q by q constant symmetric matrix, then
Theorem, Suppose A is an m by 11 matrix, B is a p by q
ma trio:, C is an n bp- r matrix, D is a q by s matrix, F is
an n by q matrix, G- is an m by m matrix, and H and H are











(A® B) (C® D)= AC® BD
(A® B)'= A'® B'
(H® H )_1= H.._1® H 1• l
(A g) B) vec F= vec(AFB')•
E yec A= vec A'
mn
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v(?- r- tc (r -o 4A. v:y vx) -A VJT)rr' to ye ye—iii LEI I Li
Chapter 2. Multiple group covariance structure analysis
We consider a set of m populations Q., fk,..., Q, which mayii 1 i m'
be different nations, or culturally different treatments etc. Let x
be a random vector of order p, representing the measurement obtained
in population g, with g- 1, 2, .m. It is assumed that x
has a multivariate normal distribution with unconstrained mean vector
rc and covariance matrix Z'= Z (p':;~), whose elements are differentiable
g g g g
functions of the true though unknown t by 1 parameter p. Let
g x g
6= (PT, Pi', p')' denote the parameters of interest in the model.12 m
The order of 0 is c by 1, where q= t.+ t_+...+ t. The
12 m
parameters in 0 are estimated from the m samples, each of which
consists of N independent observations on the random vector x. Letry
C X t...O t_j 6
that S has a Wishart distribution W(Z. n) with n= N- 1 WeP w p rr n-o o o o £5
regard the vectors g, g= 1, .m as mathematical variables,
Z= Z (j3) as a function of 2_, and let G'= (p',..., p').
§ 5 o c;• rn
Follows the arguments from Browne (1974-), the G-LS criterion for estimating
-y
P is given bv the function
2p -i h o h_ i n tr i f S- y V'r s
w-•' V'— 9 r- i°- J
bo b b b g
where V is a positive definite constant mat rise or is is a stochastic
o
TT-1 n» g -r-• 1 g r-» n -r-. a•» --.Si o—— 'p r. -i-, -X. r•—, 1. -P' i—Illci ui liv nfilCii Cu... U- ft vs U-- uj 1 .a_ .1; -j CIS_ 2. Tin. J0 IT S- T2TILX__
our ex am pie, w e t a he 7= 2. tin c e t h e: :.e s an e.a .at s cb t a i n e d are
indfinendent. the overall fit function is
where N= n.+ n_+...+ n. The G-LS estimates of 0, provided1dm
it exists, is defined as the vector that minimizes the function G- (0).
1 T I n i t1-'. o rr
Before an attempt is made to estimate the parameters in
0- (fiA' 5 f~_') j we will first discuss the identificationI tL D
problem. The problem is that whether or not 0 can be uniquely determined
by the covariance matrices Z., Z„,.,., Z for the m populations.J 1 2 J m x
Every 0 in the admissible parameter space generates a set of m covariance
matrices Z,..., Z, but two or more G's may possibly generate the1m~
same set of covariance matrices. The whole model is said to be identified
r f 4. n 0) t (1)'- (1)' x'
if for any two vectors 0= [pA,.. p) andI m
(2) n (2 1 (2) 1 1
0= (j3 n. in a region of the parameter space,
0 0 implies that at least one covariance matrix is not equal in
the two sets of n covariance matrices, i.e.
[ d v)••• i r... j) r~ c A t~ A);••• j'; -bn o nsr
words, if the set of n covariance matrices are generated bv one and
only one parameter vector 6. the model is said to be identified.
If the model is not identified, appropriate restrictions should be
imposed on the parameters to make it identified. The number of restriction
required depends or. the choice of the cov: riar.ee model. It is hard to rive
further specific rules in the general case. For the specific case when
the covariance model is defined, a more precise consideration of the
identification problem will be given in Chanter 4.
I TT_ Cnnstrflinprl E.cf.i mal.i nn pnrl +.Vip A simTntnl.T r1 P-m-npr+.i= q
Except identifying the model by adding some conditions on the
parameters we may have additional knowledge that the true parameters
satisfy some functional re la ti onship. In this case, the parameters in
G are estimated under certain constraints, h(0)'= [h (o),..., h (0) j- 0
where h, h,.. h_ are independent different iable functions with
r q. Therefore, the constrained G-LS estimates of 0, provided it
exists, is the vector 6 which satisfies h(o)= 0 and minimizes the
function G (0).
By the first order necessary condition, if 6 exists, there exist
a vector X= (X X)' of Lagrange multipliers such that
where G-= (dG, dG}' is the gradient vector of G with(t), oo
3(1 be the partial derivative of r with respect to the i-th parasite
1 ft O va r
is the partial derivatives of h (0) with respect to 0. This q x r
matrix can be considered as Tormina by m t x r matrices which are the
partial derivatives of h(o) with respect to p since 0= (p',
g 1
B 1 S' V -i p
h)••• n°
T—! t r i! 1
-Lj— 4 5 O J••) J1 lli
with L= (5h„ 0 renresents the t x- r matrix of martial derivatives.r x7 n r»-
g apg s
Under mild regularity conditions, it can be shown that (Lee and
Tsui, 19b1; the constrained G-Lo estimator 5 cocesses the following
asymptotic properties:
Pf Hn Prft i•' 'ViP v'P r -f-- y p 1 c O O yC a o t~ p v -f~ O O d rr- Q -f- p-» p -p f»,•V».' vlx «i». O' i -1-. a V O O -a. v', j k- U a O— O c ww 0 vJ
P PO n P Pt~ V'• Tnp i ni nf n Q- T 'U t~ i f P' ;4--' p -r p.p «p o t vc-r-' mrl r» r• -i- O A A V- —A A O' A A A W J- A J Jbm.' wA A -fc -A- WW« A A'«'• J__ j
WA x V'N





T1» m. 0 f'l1''. p Y V» ,'n 1 f~-'--Hi x—' 1 Oa---—'————— v- C
1 r_ ixi
where M= 21, with I denotes the information matrix of (3
and L= L (3).
S 6 g
It follows that the standard error of 0, S.3. (0.) can he
obtained from the sauare root of N P!.. whe re P denotes the i-th
diagonal element of?. So that the asymptotic distribution of the
random variable z.= (0.- 0!)S.E. (0.) is standard normal. The
approximate confidence interval of the parameters 0 7 can be obtained
from the normal table using the standard method.
Property 3 The asymptotic distribution of NG-(0) is c hi-square with
degrees of freedom Z, u (p+ 1)-.
This property provides a goodness-of-fit test statistic for the
hypothesis that the proposed model and the relationships h (G)= G fit the
ob s e r v e d s a m r 1 e da t a.
Property 4-: The asymptotic distribution of is chi-
square with degrees of freedom r- j, where is the G-Lb estimator
subject to constraints where
for all
The validity of various constraints can be assessed by means of
this property.
Chapter 3. Minimization Procedures
I. Multiplier m ethod
In this section we will discuss the application of the multiplier
method to the equality constrained problems, i.e. minimize function G-fe)
subject to constraints
There are many classical algorithms that can be regarded as candidate in
obtaining the constrainted estimates. For example, the projection method,
penalty function method and the Lagrangian multiplier approach. In this
thesis, we use the newly developsd multiplier method (Bertsekas, 1976).
This method was developed from the modification of penalty function method
and the Lagrangian approach. It has been shown that (Bertsekas, 1976; Lee,
133 0) this method is more efficient than the penaltv function method.
The multiplier method consists of trie seessential unconstrained
minimization of the Augmented Lavrangian function
(3.1)
where p-h is an increasing sequence of rositive scalers such that
C- 03 as k- co, f (x) us a positive aif ferentiable function such
that f(x) a 0 for all x and f:)= C if and only if x= 0, and
] h J is p S p 1 ru p v i' -p p C- g-'~--- 1~ o-v-- V -C r-~ cm r• o r r--- c
gp pp vQ p '1 a- v-----.---—--
where f is the first derivative of f, assumed to exist, and 0. is
the vector that minimizes the Augmented Lagrangian function G-(0) at
stage k. The initial multiplier vector ty is selected a priori and
the sequence [C J may be either preselected or generated according to
some scheme.
The main steps of the multiplier method are described as follows:
(0)
Step 1: Set k= 1 and assign initial values to, q_, and 0%'.
Step 2: From the known values of C.. 1 and 0 v'. search for ar lr Ir
minimum point 6. of G-, (0) by an unconstrained minimizatio:
technique.
Step 3°. Increase C to C and compute d according to (3.2),K. 1C+ I K4- i
then update k and return to step 2. The process is terminated
at (k+ l)th iteration if the maximum of the absolute difference
of 0. and 0. is sufficiently small 6
Under mild assumptions, it has been shown that (Bertsekas, 1976)
for sufficiently large C, the sequence [0 j and E, I converse
respectively to the solution and Lagrarge multipliers of the equality
r -s o 4- viO-I v- r 23rvi 1 V-, AmAr-7 o -4—-,vs-vvv»r~ f o, m
II. Fletcher-Reeves Algorithm (Fletcher and Reeves, 1964)
In the procedures of the multiplier method (step 2), we need to
minimize the function G(6) with respect to 0. There are many powerful
algorithms that can he used in minimizing the function, such as G-auss-Newton,
Newton-Raphson, Fletcher-Powell and Fletcher-Reeves. In this thesis, we
use the well-known Fletcher-Reeves (19£4) algorithm, which is one of the
conjugate direction methods.
In the minimization of G, (0) with respect to q x 1 vector 0,li.
the algorithm procedures locate the minimum 6 of the function G (q) askv
1- n-„(°) (1) (2), (0)
tne limit of a sequence 6,9,9).•, where 6 is an initiaj
approximation to the position of the minimum. In this seouence, for each
(i+1)
i 2 0, 0' is the position of the minimum of Gfo) with respect to
variations along the line through 6 in the specified direction d,
X
i« e.
where scalar parameter t. is determined such tha
X
i s mi ni mi zed
In the conjugate direction method, the directions d d d
J Q) O««®«
are selected to be H-conjugate to each other, where H is the matrix of
second-order partial derivatives of G (0). Below, we show that thisil
method can locate the minimum in at most q iterations when the objectiv
function is quadratic.
Consider the Taylor expansion of G,) atK
higher terms
where G is the required minimum. omit the higher terms by taking
appro ximati on. Since we have
( h)J mW-)
for which the gradient is.
(3.5)
T—4—-4—~x--l—'—-v- -4—~r y s -4—-, -vi« 4—-4—1,-x—. -4—t- -4—-v, r -J-, s~. -v- t-, then the step
-L
_o i- r as described above is determined by the relati on«
d- V, a d d- V, o r o v d wod o tr p r i




Bv repeated use of equation( 5.3)
for a] .i in
By applying (3.5) i
Taking the dot product with d. in both sides, and by (3.6).
r»•
are defined to be H-conjugate, i.e.
-T r -v-
And sine form a basis, we have
is our solution, i,e
This demonstrates that the algorithm of conjugate direction method
I t
is quadratically convergent and the minimum can be located at the qua
iteration. For the general objective functions, it takes considerably more
than q iterations to converge. From practical experience, it is suggested
that the method will be more stable and efficient if it is restarted
periodically after ever q iterations in the croc ess, i.e d is set
q +1
f-., A
equal to -(y y instead of its usual value.
Though the directions defined in conjugate direction method are
only required to be H-conjugate, there are many kinds of conjugate
directions defined for different methods. In the Fletcher-Reeves algorithm?
directions d, d, d,.... are generated such that d.. is a linear
.(i+1)
combination of -G- and which possess the H-conjugate property. A
full and lucid description has been given by Beckman (i960). Following
that the conjugate direction at the (i+l)th iteration is defined to be.
(3.7)
where
The main steps of the Fletcher-Reeves method are described as follows.
Step 1: Start wi th i rri ti p.J. val re
Step 2: C o inn 11 te i ni t i a~! ma di erf ve c t o r and set initial dire c tion
Step 3: Compute
where
is determined by a linear search method such that1
minimise the functa en
wi th
Step 4: If RMS of is less than a small positive number e
go to step 6: otherwise commt
Step 5: If RMS of is less than , go to step 6; othervd s
compuced according to (3.7)=
Step 6: Print output.
It should be noticed that this algorithm only requires storage of
three vectors of dimension q. This is one of the reasons vhy we choose
the Fletcher-Reeves algorithm in our thesis.
However, if estimates of standard error of the parameter estimates
are required, additional storage is necessary. Following the asymptotic
property 2, the standard error estimates can be obtained from the diagonal
elements of P= P (0). Let B= B (0), L- L (0) and I- l(0), it
can be shown that (see e.g. Lee and Rentier, 1980).
rv- s
And since B is a diagonal block matrix, the g-th diagonal block of P is
cd ven bv
(.9
Thus the standard error estimates of the parameter estimates for each
population can be obtained from the main diagonal elements of the matrix
P. Then the computation can be proceeded group by grouu and thus save
n 1 r 4- -P q -f r-npi o- o q -n rl rnr-nllf.P7 JT. P
~T T T Ti N o -ft ri m b ry a•' i cm COf~ rC r~'
Under certain situations, the equality constrainted minimizatio:
problem can be handled by the reparame trizati on method (see e.g. McDonald.
1980), Suppose from the form of h (6)= 0, there exists t= q- r
distinct and independent parameters y, y,, y, that all the parameters
in 0 can be uniquely expressed in terms of these t parameters. That
is, there exists y= (y..., yx) 1 such that d(y)- 0 and h[l(y)J- 0.
Then a more efficient algorithm can be obtained. In this case, the loss
function can be considered as a function of y, i.e. G-(0)= Gqf(y)j= G (y).
Thus, the GLS estimator y of y, provided it exists, can be obtained
from an unconstrained minimization of G (y) with respect to y. And
0= £{y) will be the constrained GLS estimates of 0 satisfying the
constraints hfe)= 0.
The statistical relationships between the reparametrization technique
and the Lagrangian approach have been pointed out by Lee and Bentler (1980)
in the context of single group CSA. Using similar arguments, analogous
relations can be shown in the presented model. It should be noticed that
the reparametri zation technique may encounter great difficulties with some
nonlinear constraints, for example, it cannot handle constraints like
0.+ 0= 1, because it is not possible to express 0 in terms of 0
uniquely. Under this situations, the multiplier method is recommended.
However, the computing time required in the reparametrization method is
less than that in multiplier method because no sequential minimization
procedure is required. Therefore, if the constraints can be handled by
the reparametrization method, we prefer to use it in order to save computing
t im e.
Similarly, in the reparametrization technique, the Pietcher-Reeves
algorithm can be applied to minimize the function G- (y) with respect
to y. Thus the estimates y can be obtained by the same procedure as
described in last section.
Chapter L. Multiple group confirmatory factor analysis
I. The Model and Identification.
The multiple group factor analysis model Is discussed in details in
this chapter. This model can he regarded as a special case of the multiple
group CSA. We consider the m populations which have the same distri¬
butions as defined in Chapter 2. It is assumed that a CIA model holds
in each population so that x can be accounted for by k common factors
g g
f and p uniaue factors z:£ r jy
is uncorrelated with
be the covariance matrix of a nc
which is a diagonal covariance matrix. The covariance matrix
We also assume that u. is unrestricted for each population. Thus u
S- g
can be estimated by the sample mean of the observations. And the remaining
parameter matrices A,§ and 1 are estimated from the sample
S 5 g
covariance matrices of the observed data from the m populations.
However, before an attempt is roade to estimate the parameters, the
identification problem must be examined. The identification of a model
depends on the specification of fixe I, free and constrained n
the model. In the CIA model, it is known that each A. Q and 1
t g
venerate q nne 7! hnt rH ffprpnh and can generate the same
T__L.
vh e re is an arbitrary
rnn Qi n i?iil o m q t T-n r -p v»rl n-» Thpn
Thus, both A,$? and A,§, T generate the same£. Since
6 g 6 BBS6
2 2
T has k independent elements, this suggests that at least k
appropriate restrictions should be imposed on A andor$ to make itU T r-v
uniquely defined (Joreskog, 199). Therefore, for the m populations, at
y 2
least, k restrictions should be imposed appropriately to make the
g=1 g i rr i a
whole model identified.
The restrictions imposed on the parameters to achieve identifiability
are divided into two kinds. The first kind of restrictions are imposed by
fixing certain elements in A CP and 1 to some known values. These
8 8 8
values, which usually have special interpretations, are obtained from
exploratory studies. Once these elements are fixed, they are not considered
as unknown jj3.ra,me ters anymore. Thus, we are only interested in estimating
the remaining elements in A, A and 1 for each population. Ye denote
these parameters bv the parameter vector 0.
Another kind of restriction are obtained by imposing functional
constraints on 0. That is, we require parameters in 0 satisfy
h (0)= 0. For example, when p.= p0=...= p= p, we may consider1 r2 in
a model that the whole factor pattern is invariant over groups, i.e.
= A for g= 1, 2,..., m. In this case, k,= k„=...= k= k.
g '12m
the matrices 2 and 1 are all of order n x u and 1 are all of
g g g
order k x k. The common factor pattern A is of order p x k. Thus
f In Cha o i r n v»bQto r Chmo -f- -y-» A n o r- rs nmn
-1
It is noted that if A is replaced hy A;,:= AT and each 1 is replaced
O
by 1' =11 T' g= 1, 2,,.., m, where T is an arbitrary non-cr p-'''o o
singular matrix of order k x k, then 2 is unchanged for g= 1, 2, e,., m«
to
2
Since the matrix T has k independent elements, the identiflability of
2•
the modem can be achieved by fixing k elements appropriately. Therefore,
the whole model is identified by imposing equality constraints
p
A,-...= A- A and kA fixed elements on A. In this case, the totalI IH
number of restrictions is (m- l)pk+ k.
11. E s tim ati on of th e Mo deH
The constrained estimates of 0 are obtained by minimizing the
jO J•
(h A
subject to constraints h (0)= C. This constrained minimization problem
is handled by the multiplier method with the Fletcher-Reeves algorithm.
In the procedures of multiplier method, we have to minimize the Augmented
Lagrangian function 1. (0). According to Fletcher-Reeves algorithm, the
derivatives of (0) with respect to 0 are required. Differentiating
G- (0) with respect to 0, we have
Thus, 1,(0) can be obtained from (0) and the derivatives of h withK fc
respect to 0. Since h1. and f are easy to obtain, we only derive
the derivatives of 1(0) with respect to 0. According to the matrix
calculus in Chapter 1, the derivation are shown as follows.
We first arrange the distinct elements in A. 1 and 9 to a
vector and denote it as a, In matrix 9 we only reauire the elementspr r7
in the lower half and diagonal since the matrix is symmetric. Also, we
only require the diagonal elemei i Tj S 3. n 1 S J_ nee the non-diagonal elements
P re 7.prr -in tVi p mnrip'i T'hn.q ve hpvfi
Differentiating (A. 2) by 0.1), (1.2), (l .4), (1.5), 0. 7) and (1 .9)_ we
(4.3)
From (4. 0 and (1 .1)} 4 ,2) and (1 .6), the components of can be
obtained as follows.
Similar! y, we have
By substitution of these derivatives to (4.3) and by (1.10). (1.11).
Since y is a vector denoting the non-fixed -in -r£—' -X- I 1 1 I, (341 rfO rr
derivatives dCr, can be obtained bv omit tin;- the c- n' w'- Oo _j__ 1 (V
corresponding to the fixed elements ir A1 so, si no e
the derivatives are obtained f r o m
Similarly, in the renarmetrization method, since we have to
minimize the function G- (y) with respect to y, the derivatives
G- (y) are required. These derivatives can also be obtained from the
n t r a f n r o a CL fP 1 hA n m r» cs
Thus, Cm' (y) can be obtained from (o) by multiplying the partial
derivatives of 0= I (y) with respect to y.
Moreover, from the asymptotic property 2, the estimates of standard
error are required in constructing the confidence interval of the parameters.
These standard error estimates can be obtained from the information matrix
according to (3,9). The derivation of the information matrix are shown
O O -fr 1 I ~Mrr o
Since the information matrix for the g-th population is defined to
be the expectation of the second derivatives of G- with re spot to p_,
we first derive the second derivative of G with respect to n_.
Using the technique of matrix calculus, it can be shown that
S. n v, o o
we get
ft
T'nP mflfri-i A can be partitioned to.
symmetric
The derivation of these sub-matrices are given as follows.
Rv suhsti tnti nri rv
o u
, and 1 . it can be shown
Therefore, the information matrix I for the g-th population can be
obtained from A by omitting the rows and columns corresponding to the
fixed elements in tt, and thus we can compute the standard error
r» Tri o 1 o o hir( G 1
From the above expressions, the individual components of G, and
the information matrix can be obtained as follows. For simplicity, the









whe re denotes the Kronecker delta
To save computer storage and time, the computed program is impleinented by
means of (4-.5), (4.6) , (4.13)
TTT. Strategy of analysis on testing hypothe sis.
Suppose represents one model under given specifications of
fixed, free and constrained parameters. It is possible, in large samples,
to test the model H against any more general model H., The method
o 1
is to estimate the parameters seperately for the tvo models H and
and compare their chi-sauared goodness-of-fit values.
From the asymptotic property 4, the difference in the chi-squared
2
values as asymptotically distributed as y with degrees of freedom equal
to the corresponding difference in degrees of freedom. Therefore, the
similarities and difference of the factor structures can be studied by
setting a sequence of hypotheses, such that each hypothesis is a special
2
case of the proceeding, and comparing their y goodness-of-fit values,
For example, we may consider the following sequence of hypotheses.
i' J O~Pv» o b 4 ma 1~ -4 V e~ Ut r--.- 4- 2,
If it is found to be tenable, we ma;
proceed to test the hvuothes: As described previously, to tesJ
we use the statistic.
• i
2-2 2
where v and y are the corresponding y goodne ss-of-fit values and
d_ and d A are the degrees of freedom of the hypotheses H, T and H.
AT A 1 AT A
Do not reject the hypothesis means that constraints T.=.....= 1 fit1m
the observed sample data. Similarly, the hypothesis H, T can be tested,
a J J: All
The above example only involves the special constraints that some
parameters are equal over the m populations. However, various other
types of hypotheses involving more general constraints may also be tested
by the same arguments. For example, instead of testing that the factor
ft
pattern is invariant over the m populations, we can test the hypothesis
that the factor patterns are proportional to each other over the populations.
are some proportional constants
More generally, the hypothesis involving the nonlinear constraints can hi
similarly tested. In next chapter, numerical examples will be presented
to illustrate the method in more details.
Cha-nter 8. Numerical examples
The methodology discussed in this thesis are illustrated by the
following two numerical examples based on the real and artificial data.
The constraints in the first example can only be handled by the multiplier
method while the second example can be handled by both the reparametrization
one mn1 4~b -ru 1 ~i rr. o 4 V r c?
«j
Nor the example one, we consider part of the data used by Joreskog
(1971), and Sorbom and Joreskog (1978). These data consist of measurements
of nine tests which were selected so that each of the three factors- space,
verbal and memory, would be represented by three tests. The nine tests are
(i) Visual Perception, (2) Cubes, (3) Paper Norm Board, (4) C-eneral
Information, (5) Sentence Completion, (6) Word Clasification, (7) Nigure
Recognition, (8) Object Number and (9) Numb er-Nigure. The data are
coming from a speeded addition test in two schools and each of the samples
from two schools were divided into two approximately equal groups by
splitting at the median score within each school. Two groups of data are
used in our example and their sample sizes are: Pasteur Low N- 77 and
Pasteur high N_= 79. The sanrole cov aria nee matrices are presented in2 i-
Table 1. We assume that the data set fits the CNA model as described in
1. -A
= 1,2
1 are of di men si o 5 9 X 3, 3 X 3, 9 X 9 respectivelyOOO
We consider the hypothesj t ha t t he fa c 10 r -pa t1« ' Vj p c- i. —w
nonoveFlapping group structure, i.e.
Pin ri
symmetric
where an asterisk indicate that the parameter was fixed at that value.
Moreover, for demonstrating purposes, consider the nonlinear constraints
that cannot be handled bv reparametri zati on technique.
(V1 j= 1, 2,
The interpretation of these constraints is that the variance explained by
each factor is invariant with respect to different groups.
Based on the fietcher-Reeves algorithm and the multiplier method,
a computer program has been implemented to produce the constrained G-LS
estimates. Here, we initially set C..= 1.0 and increased'it by six
times after each unconstrained minimization. The initial multiplier
vector q is selected to be a zero vector and we set function
o
2
f (x)= 12 x. The starting values of the parameters are the same as .in
Sorbom and Joreskog (1976). The program converges after eight unconstrained
minimizations. At the final solution, the maximum absolute difference of
6. and 0. is about 0.00004- and the RMS of the gradient vector
u r
Gh (q) is less than 0.0001. The convergence summary is presented in Tableic
2. According to the constrained estimates, the standard error estimates
can be computed by equation (3.9). The estimates and the standard error
estimates are presented in Table 3. The chi-squared goodness-of-fit statistic
of this estimation is equal to 53.05 with degrees of freedom 51. Hence,
the proposed model and the constraints fit the observed data.
We now proceed to test the hypothesis by adding the following
f n n q t n -r. n
fo.2)
With the same set-up, the program converges after nine unconstrained
minimizations. The convergence summary is presented in Table 4 and the
estimates together with standard error estimates is presented in Table 5,
At the final solution, the maximum absolute difference of 6. and
i
( q)
0. v; is about 0.00001 and the RMS of the gradient vector Gk (0) is1 r v 7
less than 0.00005. The chi-squared goodness-of-fit statistic is equal to
62.34 with 60 degrees of freedom. The difference chi-squared value of
hypotheses and is 929 with 9 degrees of freedom. Based on
cr CT£ o
the test, the constraints (5.2) fit the observed sample data.
In the last example, we consider a simulated data set with three
groups. The population parameter matrices are chosen as given in Table
6. Based on the covariance matrices computed according to the CPA model
(A. 1), the sample covariance matrices were generated by the method described
in Kshirsagar (1959) with sample sizes 200, 300 and 400 respectively.
These sample covariance matrices are presented in Table 7. We consider
the hypothesis that the factor patterns are proportional to each other
U X.~ -L.
where the factor pattern is specified to
and
For comparison sake, estimates are obtained by both the multiplier method
and the reparametrization technique. In multiplier method, we use the
same C., 1 and f (x) as in last example and set Ch.= 12 x C,. Both
two methods converge nicely and the function values converge to the same
minimum value. The multiplier method algorithm converges after 6
unconstrained minimisation and the reparametrization algorithm converges
after 2 iterations. The convergence summaries of these two methods are
given in Table 8 and Table 9. in Table 8, we only present the data at
the end of each unconstrained minimization. But in Table 9, we present
the data after each iteration since there is only one unconstrained
minimization he re.
It is noted that the estimates from two methods are almostlv
identical. However, the reparametrization procedure was found to be aboui
2.1 times as fast as the multiplier method. Using the final values, the
standard error estimates are computed. As expected, standard error
psti matfls al so satis fV similar noristrai nts. i. r
xv.
where A (i, j) is the estimates of parameter A(i, j). The estimates,
together with the standard error estimates are presented in Table 10. The
value of the chi-squared statistic is 35.35 with 35 degrees of freedom,
indicating that the proposed model and constraints fit the sample data.
This is reasonable since the data were simulated from the population
satisfying the hypothesis.
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Covariance matrices of Data in Sorbom and Joreskog
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Constrained Estimates of the Data in Sorbom and Joreskog M976] under
G-roup
Parameter
































































































Convergence summary of estimation under
No. of



























































































































































Population Parameter Matrices of the Simulated Data.
G-roup_. _i
Parameter
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M_ J__. -L.I is a 6 bv o identitv matrix
Table 7.
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Table 8,
Convergence summary of simulated data (Multiplies method).
No. of
unconstrained
mi ni mi r7: o +6 n n
Function
value
U f oiUuO V 4 J
K ky
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Convergence summary of simulated data (Reparametrization method)
No. of iteratior Function value
t»
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r~ t—j
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